
Chapter 1

Model Checking Hw-Hume
Gudmund Grov1, Andrew Ireland1 and Greg Michaelson1

Abstract: Safety-critical software systems call for effective analysis that ensures
the correctness of the systems. HUME is a functional programming language, tar-
geted at safety-critical systems, which supports such analysis for time and space,
but does not support verification. This topic is explored by using an off-the-shelf
design verification system called SPIN. The result is then empirically analysed.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Within safety-critical applications there is a need to be able to verify that system
behaviour is correct with respect to its requirements. Such high integrity software
systems require effective static analysis. A static analysis is an analysis performed
without actually running the program. As a consequence, in a static analysisall
execution paths can be tested, while an operational analysis can only look at one
specific path.

HUME is a functional programming languagetargeted at safety-critical sys-
tems. It supports static analysis, but verification is absent.Model checkingis an
automated static analysis technique used for verifying concurrent systems. One
such model checker is SPIN[Spi04]. A model that needs to be verified using SPIN

must be specified in the PROMELA modelling language. Hence, to model check
HUME programs, they first must be translated into a PROMELA model.

This paper addresses this translation, by defining a subset of HUMEcalled
Hardware-HUME(HW-HUME), and translates it into PROMELA. The paper is
based on [Gud04].

1.2 HW-HUME OVERVIEW

HUME(Higher-order Unified MEta-language) is a strongly typed, functionally-
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based language with an integrated tool set for developing, proving and assessing
concurrent, resource-limited systems [MH04].

HUME introduces concurrent processing throughboxes. A box is afinite state
automata(FSA) - an abstraction of a process describing the link between its in-
puts and outputs in terms of functional expressions, and which provides exception
handling facilities including timeouts and system exceptions [MH04]. Concur-
rent processing is achieved in HUME by wiring multiple communicating FSA
[Gre04]. HUME separates theexpressionand coordinationaspects of the lan-
guage, in which both share a rich, polymorphic type system [Gre04]. This pro-
vides HUME with a layered structure:

The expression languageis the inner layer. It is a purely functional language
with strict semantics that describes the input/output transitions within boxes
[Gre04].

The coordination languageis themiddle layer. It describes external properties
and configurations of boxes. It is a finite state language for the description of
multiple, interacting, re-entrant processes built from the expression languages.

The declaration languageis theouter layer. It is a static language that intro-
duces types and values that scope over the coordination and expression lan-
guage.

HW-HUME is a subset of HUME designed to meet the needs of modelling hard-
ware systems. It supports only a subset of the types used in HUME. The supported
base types areint , word andchar , while tuple is the only supported struc-
tured type. Anint is an integer of size 1 to 64 bits, while aword is a sequence
of bits, using the same possible sizes. The size must be specified when declaring
the type. Achar is an ASCII character, and atuple is a fixed length sequence
of uniform types.

The declaration layer supports the declaration ofboxes, wires andstreams.
A box is a finite state automata. It is an abstraction of a process describing the
link between its inputs and outputs in terms of functional expressions [MH04].
Concurrent processing is introduced by wiring together a set of boxes, achieved
by wire declarations. Eachbox has a correspondingwire declaration where
the source and destination for each input and output is specified.wire declara-
tions also wires boxes to streams. The declaration layer holds a mechanism for
declaring a new type, based on an existing one. This is achieved by using atype
declaration.

In thecoordinationlayer onlybox , wire andstream declarations are sup-
ported. Inside the boxes, i.e. theexpressionlayer, onlyvariablesandconstants
are supported.

Figure 1.1 illustrates a ‘not’ gate in HW-HUME. The program reads a value
from standard input. This value is sent to the ‘not’ gate, which inverts the value
and sends it to the standard output, as illustrated on the left hand side. The right
hand side lists the HW-HUME code. First theinput andoutput streamsare de-
clared, by usingstream declarations. A new type,Bit , is introduced to be a
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stream i n p u t from ” s t d i n ” ;
stream o u t p u t to ” s t d o u t ” ;
type B i t = word 1 ;

box no t
i n ( a : : B i t )
out ( a ’ : : B i t )
f a i r

0 −> 1 |
1 −> 0 ;

wire no t ( i n p u t ) ( o u t p u t ) ;

The Figure illustrates a ‘NOT’ gate. The left hand side graphically illustrates theHW-
HUME program, while right hand side holds theHW-HUME source code. The program
reads a value from standard input, inverts it, and prints out the result.

FIGURE 1.1. Hume example

one bitword with thetype declaration. Thenot box is then declared. The box
contains one input and one output, both of typeBit . The input is defined in the
in element and the output in theout element of thebox prelude. The body of
the box has two matches. Since fair matching, identified by thefair keyword, is
used, each match has an equal chance. This in contrast to unfair matching where
each match is selected in a top-to-bottom order, achieved by replacedfair with
thematch keyword. Each match in the body has the form:

pattern→ expression

where the type, and number of elements of thepatternmust correspond to the
definedin element in the prelude of thebox . On the same side theexpression
must correspond to theout element. Each match is separated by a vertical bar
‘ |’. If the input of this example is1, the first match will succeed, and the output
will be 0. If the input is0, the second match will succeed, and1 will be the
created output. The translation of thenot box into PROMELA is illustrated later
in the text. This translation requires the abstract syntax for a HW-HUME, shown
in Figure 1.2.

1.3 PROMELA OVERVIEW

SPIN2 is a tool developed by Gerard J. Holzmann at Bell Labs, USA. For this he
received the System Software Award in 2001 by the ACM [Bel04]. The tool was

2SPIN = Simple Promela INterpreter
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〈boxdecl〉 ::= box 〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉

〈prelude〉 ::= in ( 〈inout〉 , 〈inoutlist〉 )
out ( 〈inout〉 , 〈inoutlist〉 )

〈inoutlist〉 ::= 〈inout0〉 , . . . , 〈inoutn〉 n > 0

〈inout〉 ::= 〈varid〉 , 〈varidlist〉 :: 〈type〉

〈varidlist〉 ::= 〈varid0〉 , . . . ,〈varidn〉 n > 0

〈type〉 ::= 〈basetype〉
| ( 〈types〉 )

〈types〉 ::= 〈type0〉 , . . . , 〈typen〉 n > 1

〈basetype〉 ::= word 〈precision〉
| int 〈precision〉
| char

〈precision〉 ::= 1 | ... | 64

〈body〉 ::= ( match | fair ) 〈boxmatches〉

〈boxmatches〉 ::= 〈match〉 | 〈matches〉

〈matches〉 ::= 〈match0〉 | . . . | 〈matchn〉 n > 0

〈match〉 ::= 〈patt〉 → 〈expr〉

〈patt〉 ::= 〈constant〉
| 〈varid〉
| ( 〈patts〉 )

〈patts〉 ::= 〈patt0〉 , . . . , 〈pattn〉 n > 1

〈expr〉 ::= 〈constant〉
| 〈varid〉
| ( 〈exprs〉 )

〈exprs〉 ::= 〈expr0〉 , . . . , 〈exprn〉 n > 1

The Figure only shows the abstract syntax for aHW-HUME box . The full abstract syntax
is defined in [Gud04].

FIGURE 1.2. Abstract Syntax for a HW-HUME box

designed to simulate and verify asynchronous process systems, with a focus on
the interaction between processes [BBA+01, Hol97]. It can be used to verify cor-
rectness requirements for systems of concurrently executing processes [Hol03].

The modelling language associated with SPIN is called PROMELA. It is an
imperative language that resembles C [BBA+01]. A PROMELA model consists of
processes, message channelsandvariables[Ger97].

A PROMELA model is normally built up around a set of concurrentprocesses.
Each process is afinite state automata. A message channelis typically used to
represent the interprocess communication. These channels can be sent to and re-
ceived from. There is also a mechanism to check if a channel can be read from,
without actually reading, and then omitting the value. The channel communi-
cation may be either synchronous or asynchronous.Variablesandchannelscan
either be declaredgloballyor locally within processes.

Desired behaviour or properties can be defined in a PROMELA model. There
is a separation betweensafety, livenessandfairnessproperties. A safety property
expresses something thatneveroccurs, a liveness property expresses something
that will ultimately occur under certain conditions, and a fairness property ex-
presses something that sometimes will, or will not, under certain circumstances,
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occur infinitely often [BBA+01]. There are several ways to specify these prop-
erties in a PROMELA model, withpropositional linear temporal logicprobably
being the most powerful. Temporal logic is a formalism for describing a sequence
of transitions between states in a system [CGP99]. It is the branch of logic that al-
lows one to reason about both causal and temporal relations of properties [Hol97].
Temporal logic has been proven to be of use for specifying concurrent systems,
because they can describe the ordering of events in time without introducing time
explicitly [CGP99]. Linear temporal logic is a special form of temporal logic.

mtype = { S t r i k e r , Keeper } ;
mtype t u r n = S t r i k e r ;

a c t i v e proctype s t r i k e r ( ){
do

: : ( t u r n = = S t r i k e r )−>
p r i n t f ( ” Shoot ” ) ; t u r n =Keeper ;

od ; }

a c t i v e proctype keepe r ( ){
do

: : ( t u r n = = Keeper )−>
p r i n t f ( ” Save ” ) ; t u r n = S t r i k e r ;

: : ( t u r n = = Keeper )−>
p r i n t f ( ” Goal ” ) ; t u r n = S t r i k e r ;

od ; }

The Figure illustrates aPROMELA example where a striker shoots and a goalkeeper tries
to save. The keeper can either succeed, resulting in a ‘save’, or fail, resulting in a ‘goal’.
The left hand side shows the state of the model (theturn variable or the football) and the
right hand side lists thePROMELA code.

FIGURE 1.3. A Promela Example

Figure 1.3 shows an example of a PROMELA model. The example is taken
from the world of sports, where astrikermakes a shot. The shot is either saved by
thekeeper, or it is a goal. The model consists of two communicating processes,
one representing thestrikerand the other representing thekeeper(communicating
with a ball). The processes must run in sequential order, i.e. first the striker then
the keeper then again the striker and so on. This is graphically illustrated on the
left hand side of the figure.

The right hand side of Figure 1.3 contains the PROMELA source code. Both
processes use a global variable calledturn , which is of the enumeratedmtype .
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This type can either hold the valueStriker or Keeper , and is initially set
to Striker . The turn variable represents theball, and the figure on the left
hand side shows the state of this variable. Each PROMELA process declaration is
identified by theproctype keyword. By addingactive in the prefix of the
declaration, one instance of the process is initially created. This is the case for
both processes. Thestriker process enters a non-terminatingdo loop when
created. A PROMELA do loop can have several options, where each option uses
two colons ‘::’ as a prefix. An option is chosen based on if the first statement,
known as theguard condition, succeeds. If several options succeeds, one of them
is non-deterministically selected. If none of them succeeds the loop simply tests
them again in the next run. A PROMELA if clause has the same behaviour,
however it will not loop. Thestriker process has got one option. In the guard
condition it checks the globalturn variable. If it holds the valueStriker ,
the process will print the message “Shoot ” to standard output. This indicates
a shot, and sets theturn variable toKeeper . The process will then wait until
turn is set toStriker again before another shot can be made. The loop in the
keeper process holds two options, both having the same guard condition. When
the turn is set toKeeper one of them is randomly selected and executed. The
first of these options indicates asavewhile the other indicates agoal. In both
casesturn is set toStriker , and the process waits until it is set toKeeper
(by thestriker process) again.

1.4 TRANSLATING HW-HUME INTO PROMELA

To use the SPIN tool for model checking a HW-HUME program, the program must
first be translated into a PROMELA model. This translation is formalised by a set
of translation rules.

There are three sets of rule classes used by all the other classes. They are con-
cerned with thedata types, data valuesandnames. The first of these is translated
by theTypes class. It finds a corresponding PROMELA representation of the data
types allowed in HW-HUME. This also includes the structured types. Translating
an instance of a type, e.g. the value a variable is currently holding, is achieved
in the Values class. TheNames class handles the translation of the names used,
e.g. on variables and boxes. This is important since a non-terminal in HW-HUME

might be a terminal in PROMELA, and is therefore not allowed. In addition single
quotation marks are allowed in HW-HUME, which is not the case in PROMELA.

Themessage channelsare the first PROMELA code that is created. There are
two semantically different types of channels. The channels used for theinterpro-
cess communicationare created in theChan class. One channel is created for each
wire in HW-HUME. The other channel type is thecontrol channels. They are
used for the synchronisation between the different processes. The control chan-
nels are used to introduce the sequential execution model used in HW-HUME into
the PROMELA model. The control channels are used with a designated control
process. TheControlChan class creates the control channels.

The largest part of the translation is to translate a HW-HUME box into a
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19: Names [[ 〈terminal〉 ]] 7→ 〈terminal〉1
20: Names [[ 〈string〉’〈string〉]] 7→ 〈string〉q〈string〉 35: Proc[[ 〈boxdecl〉 ]]

7→ Prelude[[ 〈boxdecl〉 ]] { Vars [[ 〈boxdecl〉 ]] Body [[ 〈boxdecl〉 ]] }
36: Prelude[[ 〈boxdecl〉 ]] 7→ Prelude[[ name〈boxdecl〉 ]] Prelude[[ param〈boxdecl〉 ]]
37: Prelude[[name box〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉 ]] 7→ proctype Names [[ 〈boxid〉 ]]
38: Prelude[[ param box〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉]] 7→ Prelude[[ 〈prelude〉 ]]
39: Prelude[[ in ( 〈inoutlist1〉 ) out (〈inoutlist2〉) ]]

7→ ( chan Prelude[[ in 〈inoutlist1〉 ]] , Prelude[[ out 〈inoutlist2〉 ]] , control )

40: Prelude[[ in 〈inout〉 , 〈inoutlist〉 ]] 7→ Prelude[[ in 〈inout〉 ]] , Prelude[[ in 〈inoutlist〉 ]]
41: Prelude[[ in 〈varid〉 , 〈varidlist〉 :: 〈exprtype〉 ]]

7→ Prelude[[ in 〈varid〉 ]] , Prelude[[ in 〈varidlist〉 :: 〈exprtype〉 ]]
42: Prelude[[ in 〈varid〈i〉〉 ]] 7→ in〈i〉
43: Prelude[[out 〈inout〉 , 〈inoutlist〉 ]]

7→ Prelude[[ out 〈inout〉 ]] , Prelude[[ out 〈inoutlist〉 ]]
44: Prelude[[out 〈varid〉 , 〈varidlist〉 :: 〈exprtype〉 ]]

7→ Prelude[[out 〈varid〉 ]] , Prelude[[ out 〈varidlist〉 :: 〈exprtype〉]]
45: Prelude[[out 〈varid〈i〉〉 ]] 7→ out〈i〉
55: Body [[ box 〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉 ]]

7→ start: control?BEGIN; Body [[ 〈prelude〉 〈body〉 ]]
finish: control!END; goto start;

56: Body [[ 〈prelude〉 fair 〈boxmatches〉 ]] 7→ Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 fair 〈boxmatches〉 ]]
58: Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 fair 〈boxmatches〉 ]]

7→ if Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 〈boxmatches〉 ]] ::else goto finish fi;

59: Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 〈match〉 | 〈matches〉 ]]
7→ Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 〈match〉 ]] Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 〈matches〉 ]]

60: Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 〈match〉 ]] 7→ :: Match [[ 〈prelude〉 〈match〉 ]]
64: Match [[ in ( 〈inoutlist1〉 ) out ( 〈inoutlist2〉 〈patt〉 → 〈expr〉 ]]

7→ ( Patt [[ 〈inoutlist1〉 〈patt〉]] ) → Exp[[ 〈inoutlist1〉 〈patt〉 ]]
Exp[[ 〈inoutlist2〉 〈expr〉 ]]

The Figure only holds a subset of the translation rules needed to translate aHW-HUME

box into itsPROMELA representation. It holds all the rules, except those defining the
translation of a match. All translation rules forHW-HUME are found in [Gud04], and the
number in front of each rule correspond to the rule number there.

FIGURE 1.4. Translation Rules

PROMELA process. Figure 1.4 shows the rules for this translation. The rules
use the abstract syntax defined in Figure 1.2. The rules for declaring variables,
processes using unfair matching, and the creation of each single match have been
omitted.
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These processes are created in theProc class. The translation is quite cumber-
some, and thus has been divided into three different parts. ThePrelude sub-class
is used to create the prelude of the process, i.e. the process signature. In HW-
HUME variables can be created in a match. In PROMELA, on the other hand, all
variables must be declared before they can be used. TheVars sub-class declares
these variables. The main body, i.e. the matches, are translated in theBody sub-
class. A HW-HUME program can have two semantically different bodies.Fair
matching, in which each match has an equal chance of being matched, andunfair
matching, performed in a top-to-bottom order. Fair matching is dealt with in the
Fair sub-class and unfair matching in theUnfair sub-class.

The HW-HUME boxes execute in a sequential order, while PROMELA pro-
cesses execute in a concurrent way. A designated process has to be created to
introduce the HW-HUME execution model into PROMELA. This process is cre-
ated in theControl class, and uses the channels created in theControlChan class to
communicate with the processes.

HW-HUME supports bothinput andoutputstreams. These are in both cases
used by wiring them to a box. The problem with input streams is that they allow
the environment, i.e. the user, to manipulate a model. To verify models in a model
checker it has to be run in aclosed environment, hence input streams cannot be
allowed. The solution is to simulate input streams with an input stream simulation
process. These processes are created in theInStream class. Output streams cannot
manipulate models, and are thus allowed. To obtain a model which is as close to
the HW-HUME model as possible, the best representation for an output stream is
as a process. These processes are created in theOutStream class.

One process is created initially, theinit process. This process can be com-
pared to themain method in C. Theinit process is used to instantiate all pro-
cesses, with the correct channels as arguments, and to initialise channels, if an
initial value is specified in the HW-HUME program. It is created in theInit class.

1.4.1 Example translation

To illustrate the translation rules, the HW-HUME not box from Figure 1.1 is
translated into PROMELA by applying the translation rules. Note that abold font
is used to separate the PROMELA code from calls to other rules. To simplify the
translation, some details have been omitted, by removing some step (rules) from
the translation. This has been indicated by replacing themapping arrow‘ 7→’ with
‘

∗7−→’ where ‘∗’ indicates the rule number(s) used. The translation is created by
theProc class. Figure 1.4 holds the concrete rules for the first part of this creation.
In the class the work is first divided between the three sub-classes:

Proc [[ 〈boxdecl〉]]
357−→ Prelude [[ 〈boxdecl〉]] {Vars [[ 〈boxdecl〉]]Vars [[ 〈boxdecl〉]]}

The signature of the PROMELA process is first created in thePrelude class. This
creation is divided into two parts, the creation of the process name, and the cre-
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ation of the parameter list.

Prelude [[ 〈boxdecl〉]]
367−→ Prelude [[name〈boxdecl〉]] Prelude [[param〈boxdecl〉]]

The name definition starts with theproctype keyword, which states that a pro-
cess is declared, followed by the name of the process. Note that theNames class
is applied to the box name, however this is not shown here.

Prelude [[name box〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉]] 37,19,207−→ proctype not

The parameters of the PROMELA process are created using the prelude of the HW-
HUME box.

Prelude [[param box〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉]] 387−→ Prelude [[ 〈prelude〉]]

To obtain the input channels, thein element in HW-HUME box is used, and to
create the output channels, theout element is used. In this case there is only
one element in each of these. At the end of the argument list a reference to the
control channel is made. This channel is given the namecontrol . Note that all
arguments are channels, identified with thechan keyword.

Prelude [[ in ( a :: int 1 ) out ( a’ :: int 1)]]
397−→ ( chan Prelude [[ in a :: int 1]] , Prelude [[out a’ :: int 1]] , control )

Each input channel is provided with the namein followed by a number indicat-
ing the position in the list. The HW-HUME box has got only one input element,
namedin1 .

Prelude [[ in a :: int 1]] 41,427−→ in1

The output channels are created in a similar manner. There is only one output
channel, calledout1 .

Prelude [[out a’ :: int 1]] 44,457−→ out1

The next step is to declare the variables. In HW-HUME a variable is declared
directly in a match. This cannot be done in PROMELA, since all variables must
be specifically declared before they are used. This is achieved in theVars sub-
class. To declare a variable in PROMELA the expression type, defined in the input
element of the box, and the variable name, defined in a match, are required. In
thenot box example no variables are declared, hence these rules are not shown.
This can be illustrated with anepsilon‘ε’.
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Vars [[ 〈boxdecl〉]] 46−517−→ ε

The main body is created in theBody sub-class. There are two semantically dif-
ferent bodies that can be created, depending on whetherfair or unfair matching
is applied. Regardless of the matching form, the synchronisation with thecon-
trol process is identical.

Body [[box 〈boxid〉 〈prelude〉 〈body〉]]
557−→ start:

‘ control?BEGIN;
Body [[ 〈prelude〉 〈body〉]]

finish:
control!END;
goto start;

Thenot box usesfair matching, where each match is represented as an option
in anif clause. Theif clause is created, together with theelse option handling
the case where the input does not match any of the options.

Body [[ 〈prelude〉 fair 〈boxmatches〉]]
56,587−→ if

Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 〈boxmatches〉]]
:: else goto finish
fi;

The two matches are separated recursively, and examined independently.

Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 0→ 1|1→ 0]]
597−→ Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 0→ 1]] Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 1→ 0]]

Each option in anif clause uses two colons ‘::’ as a prefix, and is created in the
Match sub-class. The guard condition is the first statement in an option. It is on
the left hand side of the arrow ‘→’. The guard condition checks if a read opera-
tion will succeed, and is created by thePatt sub-class. It uses thein element as
argument. On the right hand side of the arrow, the value is received from the input
channel and the output is sent to the output channel. Both these cases are created
using theExp sub-class. The first case accepts thein element as an argument,
while the other accepts theout element. Note that the last of the following rule
is the last defined rule in Figure 1.4.

Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 0→ 1]] 607−→ :: Match [[ 〈prelude〉 0→ 1]]
Match [[ in(a::int 1) out(a’::int 1) 0→ 1]]

647−→ ( Patt [[a::int 1 0]] ) → Exp[[a::int 1 0]] Exp[[a’::int 1 1]]
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The right hand side of the receive operator ‘?’ in the guard conditionis enclosed
by brackets ‘[ ]’. In this example there is only one input channel, calledin1 ,
holding one base value.

Patt [[a::int 1 0]] 68,70,117−→ in1?[0]

The operation that receives the values is almost identical to the guard condition
with the difference being that the brackets are removed.

Exp[[a::int 1 0]] 74,70,117−→ in1?0;

The code that produces the output is generated in similar way as the input was
created. The name of the only output channel in the process isout1 , and the
send operator ‘! ’ is used instead of the receive operator.

Exp[[a’::int 1 1]] 78,80,117−→ out1!1;

The generation of the second match is identical to the generation of the first match.
The only difference is the values of the arguments.

Fair [[ 〈prelude〉 0→ 1]] 607−→ :: Match [[ 〈prelude〉 1→ 0]]
Match [[ in(a::int 1) out(a’::int 1) 1→ 0]]

647−→ ( Patt [[a::int 1 1]] ) → Exp[[a::int 1 1]] Exp[[a’::int 1 0]]
Patt [[a::int 1 1]] 68,70,117−→ in1?[1]

Exp[[a::int 1 1]] 74,70,117−→ in1?1;

Exp[[a’::int 1 0]] 78,80,117−→ out1!0;

Figure 1.5 shows on the left hand side the HW-HUME box which was the source of
the translation. The right hand side shows the result of the translation, i.e. the full
PROMELA process. An important observation is the difference in size between
the two representations.

The PROMELA process uses the same name as the HW-HUME box. It accepts
three parameters, in which all are message channels. It is a channel to read the
input, a channel where the output is sent, and the control channel. The HW-HUME

did not include any variable - hence no variables are declared in the PROMELA

process. Before each run, the process must receive a ‘BEGIN’ message from the
control process, using the control channel. Since fair matching is used, the non-
deterministic ‘if’ clause is used. For each match the input channel is first checked
for the specified value. If it succeeds, the value is read from the channel, and the
output is sent to the output channel. If there is no input, the ‘else’ clause ensures
that the program exits the ‘if’ clause, and returns the control back to the control
process. This is achieved by sending ‘END’ to the control channel. The control
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box no t
i n ( a : : B i t )
out ( a ’ : : B i t )
f a i r

0 −> 1 |
1 −> 0 ;

proctype no t (chan i n1 , ou t1 , c o n t r o l ){
s t a r t :

c o n t r o l ?BEGIN ;
i f
: : ( i n1 ? [ 0 ] ) −> i n1 ? 0 ; ou t1 ! 1 ;
: : ( i n1 ? [ 1 ] ) −> i n1 ? 1 ; ou t1 ! 0 ;
: : e l s e goto f i n i s h
f i ;

f i n i s h :
c o n t r o l !END;
goto s t a r t ; }

The left hand side shows the source of the translation, i.e. theHW-HUME not box . The
right hand side shows the result of the translation, i.e. thePROMELA representation.

FIGURE 1.5. Translation Result

of the process then returns to the initial stage, where it is waiting to receive a
‘BEGIN’ message from the control process.

1.5 IMPLEMENTATION

A translator program that implements the semantic rules was created. It was im-
plemented in JAVA using thejavacc [Jav04] utility. The program also includes
facilities to simulate and validate the HW-HUME programs through SPIN.

Figure 1.6 illustrates the functionality and different states of the translator pro-
gram by using an UML activity diagram. As the Figure shows the programs has
four different paths. Three of these need a HW-HUME source file as an argument.
This file is first parsed and translated into PROMELA. If no other arguments are
specified the program then terminates. The other two optimal options are ran-
dom simulation and verification. The program uses SPIN for both these options.
If a verification in SPIN fails, a trail is created specifying the path to the error.
This path can be followed to find the error in a guided simulation. This however
depends on a failed verification.

1.6 EVALUATION

An empirical analysison the translation and verification was conducted. The
analysis was performed by translating and evaluating a set of examples of different
sizes. The main focus of the evaluation was thetime consumption, amount of work
and thenumber of code lines. Other topics addressed were using SPIN to find and
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FIGURE 1.6. The Translator Program

track down errors and usinglinear temporal logic(LTL) to specify and verify
properties of the model.

The examples used were mainly based onadders. A ‘half adder’ was created
by connecting ‘xor’ and ‘and’ gates, and a ‘full adder’ was created from truth
table, from ‘half adders’ and ‘or’ gate and by combining ‘xor’,‘and’ and ‘or’ gates.
Several adders were connected to form two, three, four and five bit adders. These
all use the latter approach. Figure 1.7 illustrates a two bit adder.

FIGURE 1.7. Connecting Adders

A 3 bit counterwas implemented to show how SPIN could be used for debug-
ging. Adigit box represented each bit, hence three connecteddigit s created
the counter. Each time a value changed in adigit the carry was sent to the next
digit , and the value to another processclock that mapped the three binary
values into a decimal value, and printed out the value. When allbits were one,
all values were set to zero on the next run.
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The HW-HUME program for the counter contained an error. The counter
stopped and hung when it reached 4. This error was also found by SPIN, and
by using the SPIN verifier, followed by aguided simulation, the error was tracked
down. The problem was that the pattern in a match was wrong. This showed the
use of SPIN for debugging.

When the error was obtained and corrected, a small experiment withlinear
temporal logic(LTL) was performed. Without specifying any behaviour, SPIN

will only try to find deadlocks. However, SPIN is much more powerful than that.
LTL is one example. It lets you reason about temporal and causal properties. This
was illustrated by verifying the following property:

“Each time the value of the counter is seven it will eventually be set to
zero”

To express this using LTL the the events “the counter is seven” and “the counter
is zero” must be specified. If they are given the name ‘p’ and ‘q’ respectively, this
is as follows expressed in LTL:

�(p→ ♦q)

where� denotesalways, → denotesimpliesand♦ denoteseventually. This de-
scribes thedesired behaviour, i.e. the behaviour we want from the system, and
should hold for all executions.

It is also possible to specify the behaviour that should never occur in any
executions, known as theerror behaviour. This can be defined as follows:

“Eventually it should not happen that when the value of the counter is
seven it will eventually be set to zero”

This can be expressed in LTL using the same name for the events, where ! denotes
negation:

♦!(p→ ♦q)

1.6.1 The Results

The number of code lines, the amount of work required by the verifierand the
time needed for the translation and verificationwere addressed in the analysis.
The results from the experiments were very promising, and some of those are
summarized in Table 1.1.

There was a big difference in thenumber of code linesrequired for the rep-
resentation. On average each line of HW-HUME code required6.70 lines of
PROMELA code. This factor seemed to increasemonotonicallytoward a constant
value.

The amount of work required by the verifier is identified by the number of
transitions between the different states. The examples were constantly increasing
to see when SPIN with the default state vector of 1028 bytes would break. At the
end it broke when trying to verify a five bit adder, consisting of 45 processes and
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1 Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 4 Bit 5 Bit Average

State Vector Size (Bytes) 256 456 652 848 1028 648
Number of Transitions 694 1273 1852 2431 N/A 1563
Verification Time (ms) 5735 8297 11458 15942 N/A 10358

Lines of Code Factor 4.27 5.84 7.02 7.87 8.51 6.70
Number of Boxes 9 17 25 33 41 25

Number of Processes 13 21 29 37 45 29
Number of Channels 28 52 76 100 124 76

The table holds a selection of the data gathered during the analysis. It lists the one to five
bit adders, together with the average of these adders.

TABLE 1.1. Data from the Analysis

124 channels. The four bit adder was created with 37 processes and 100 channels,
giving a total number of 2431 states. The amount of work seemed to increase
linearly with the number of processes.

The time needed to translate each example was constantly around 0.5 second.
The verification time increasedexponentiallywith the amount of processes and
communication links. From the analysis it also looked as if introducing a greater
amount of communication between the processes had a greater impact on the
verification time than introducing a greater amount of processes. The verification
time seemed to increaseexponentiallywith the amount of processes and channels.

1.7 CONCLUSION

The empirical analysis gave promising results. The cases with injected errors
failed and the cases where you would assume success succeeded. The verification
also provided some interesting relationships between HW-HUME and the verifi-
cation time and workload.

Continuing translating full HUME into PROMELA would be the obvious next
step. However, representing all the features in HUME in PROMELA might lead to
difficulties, as experienced by the JAVA PATHFINDER project [HP98, VHBP00]
when translating JAVA into PROMELA. A solution might be a hybrid between a
model checkerand atheorem prover, e.g. similar to the STEP [The04, Nik00]
approach. In this case it must be possible to embed the behaviour specification
into the HUME source code.
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